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EVA CARIDI
Eva Caridi, a Greek – English award-winning artist who lives and works between Greece
and UK, was educated and trained in Paris where she graduated from the Academy Julienne. She has participated to, and won awards during some of the most prestigious shows
such as the Cairo, Florence and Alexandria Biennale and reaffirmed her international
background by exhibiting her work in vibrant cities such as Paris, New York and London.
Caridi was born in Corfu, Greece, in a family where art has always impregnated the walls
of their home: her father in fact, (Spiro Caridi), a painter and very eclectic character who
does impressive lifelike portraits, must have had an influence in Eva’s creative upbringing.
In his eyes, Eva has always had the talent to be an artist, as he realised when she was very
young, and had encouraged her since then by letting this gift blossom out into art forms.
Her sculptures and installations being deeply engaged with material as embodiment of
emotions and mediator between the everlasting and the transient, a place where time
becomes support for the body, Caridi accompanies the spectator with an invisible hand
through her iron-walled world, pushing them towards the end to get the true gist of her
work.
It’s her, grasping for breath in an attempt to come out of the stage that so much has embroiled her and enveloped us in her work; it’s her again, looking straight to the camera as if
to defy the ‘time-machine’ she has been enclosed in. Her presence lingers on the show but
never in an intrusive way – she wants her audience to get inspired, and she does that by
letting them be the stage performers who will uncover the message by themselves.
Eva’s intimate involvement with her artwork is a loyal trademark in her creations: she
needs to feel part of it as she strives to establish a connection with the public that so much
she cares for. Plaster and iron are the means to a sensorial experience and their moulding
quality turns them into alive beings that speak to us: Caridi voices the whole surroundings
and unites them under one language, the language of art. After all, as Eva likes to say, ‘the
noblest pleasure is the joy of understanding’ (Leonardo Da Vinci).
Francesca Nannini
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nude

Nude is a commentary on the human condition: it is our soul undressed of the superfluous
and the ephemeral, of the constraints and structures imposed by society: our purest essence
is revealed throughout this spiritual journey and time is deconstructed to give way to our innermost self.
The labyrinth is the materialisation of our life that we try so hard to disentangle, it’s the inexplicability of this, taken off our chest and concretised into the form of an iron construction
where time unfolds and forgotten memories are retrieved.
We are engulfed in a space that is pregnant in energy, we blaze a trail into our puzzled self
that questions itself constantly: has the path of our existence already been designed for us or
are we the makers of our life?
The symbolic power of the labyrinth, the erratic element and the discrepancy between time
and sound make this work a portable window into our subconscious. The time is framed in a
one-way direction that captivates us to the end but yet it fluctuates between past, present and
future. We are thrown into the truth, our chords are struck deep down and we are awaked: we
are the actors that play in the stage of life, not objects, and we are a being ‘thrown’ into the
world.
Scratching, flowing, breathing. The thirst for life is filling all the space around us in a vortex
of emotions and secret perceptions that only the spectator can enact and trigger: the empathy
and interaction with the work of art are vital to the accomplishment of the oeuvre.
The merging of past, present and future is reinforced by the three ages of life reverberating
through the installation as we walk inside it, a place where we are the containers of both our
child and adult’s feelings. During the course of our life we tend to lose connections with the
child part of ourselves and memories are locked in the secret alleys of our soul: now they
resurface and float into this dilation of our
time.
The body of work is dipped in a black and white atmosphere that imbues the whole scene
giving a frozen, rewind feel to it. The ambience hues harmonise with the video tones and
the materials of the show, where the solidity of iron collides with the weakness of plaster: a
contrast that completes the feeling of in-between disclosed by the work.
The second room opens the scenery to a deconstructed space that loosens and brings back to
the primitive, a continuum filled with an army of sculptures: they are grasping at life, desperate to capture a moment in time, to catch small instants that slip from their hands by freezing themselves in multiple body positions. A reflection of the human soul, of the frailness of
human emotions
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“The way is what remains constant
in our thinking.
And the paths of thought envelop
what is full of mistery:
we can walk them back and forth,
and yet only by travelling backwards we are able to proceed (…)
towards the utmost imminent that
we constantly go past, inattentively,
but that always surprises us again,
whenever we catch a glimpse of it.”
M. Heidegger
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The place inhabited by Man is the distance
between us and the Being, a delay due to
the fact that between us and the Other, us
and the likely decision, everything comes
inevitably afterwards.
The place of desire and its path is a horizon
that can be lived by its own restlessness that
often aims to fill itself with the unreal, and
because of this the Being - not being pure
givenness - offers itself as difference, as non
- coincidence.
The real loses its consistency by unfolding
into a symbolic where all the impressions
are kept, not only in the form they were
perceived at first ,but also in all the various
shades they have acquired throughout their
following developments. Thus time becomes human condition. A presence never
completely revealed but simply hinted at, a
sense of being lost without proof to which
man seems to give in, also to the mere decision of the possible.
Then a hesitating step backwards, of those
who come inside it, becomes a step that
wishes to lead outside; and yet another
determination is added to the transit that
narrates, and the arrival: the transit that appears, opens and uproots a new path…. The
direction that we are encouraged to take by
the backward steps , let it be clear, unravels
and completes itself only in the moment we
perform the step. But the only pleasure that
man, overcome by the desire of destructive
sorrow, can get is the feeling that at least for
a brief moment he manages not to suffer
from: he runs, escapes, but the destructive
desire is so because he never learnt how
to cope with pain; he doesn’t know and
doesn’t want to know that, to recognize
pleasure as such, we need to look for the
void condition into ourselves, a speaking

void that awaits to be questioned.
Man, deprived of his peculiar desire to recognize himself, is often identified with completely anonymous needs and, as soon as an
object reveals its imperfection, the meaning
of himself fails. Limbs that are tied to one
own’s own time to look for an impossibile
shelter now approach a speechless real,
yearning for identification.
The presence of the Other in man is one
of constant asking, one that lives only of
the lack, in the difference between all those
events that the system of uniformity has
moved down to the death ground, the death
of its dream of utter transparency. Only the
desire, only its lack represent its complete
nudity.
Beings who cannot therefore not understand, not be touched by some form of
awareness and not get an idea of that which
concerns them, especially what they are
missing.
What makes it possible to pinpoint our existence is at the same time what makes it hard
to seize it thoroughly.
To inhabit the work of art and its apparently constrained condition shepherds to
an exchange, a compromise with ourselves
by living the senselessness or other ways of
meaning: being able to die in the immeasurable instants, to live in their anguish.
A slight perception of this mistery can
offer itself as an image floating in a space
that constantly modifies, only to my conscience’s gaze: a place non-place we are
always being floated through, but that
eternally embraces the dizziness of disorientation.
Andrea Zizzari
Philosopher and Psychoanalyst
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Introduction

“Nude” has been a long journey: years of
study and research.
Conceptually Eva Caridi enlists methodological inputs to orchestrate the exhibition
as an interpretative collection that portrays
the universal intimacy experienced in private vulnerability.
Working from mid-19th century existentialism to the present day, without stinting
on references to postmodern psychoanalysis, Caridi effects a transfer to a cultural
level. The art’s meaning is not confined to
its aesthetic qualities, but can open up to
the methodology of the sciences of man,
because its products possess psychological,
sociological and anthropological contents,
revealing themselves to be the “gauge of an
emotional experience.”
An intimate co-partnership between the
aesthetic and the ethical level, the encounter
conceived by the artist, the final design, is
this: to reconcile languages that, although
apparently incapable of converging, are able
to express themselves through synthesis.
“Nude”, then, is a site-specific multimedia
complex.
The artist, starting out from the blank
canvas of Westminster University’s underground hangar P3, conceives a monumental
interactive iron labyrinth that unwinds over
a floor surface of around 14,000 square ft,
to stage a representation of time as a human
condition. There are no false exits, crossroads or dead ends, but only an inexorable,
single-track forward progress.
The game of temporal disorientation is
intensified by the sound installation that
leads visitors along the tortuous metallic
corridors, compelling them onward.
The path directs the visitor to the work’s
core; a threshold space, an intermediate
zone that interacts with communicating spatial fields suspended in the enigma of form.
An inhabited void, in which is placed
Caridi’s video-installation, which welcomes
and projects.
A symbolic feminine form that uncoils
within itself and lingers inside a passage
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to the project

from which it seems unable to escape
because every possibility belongs, and
always has, to the liquid movement of the
Signification that binds every presence to
absence, every life to death, every inside to
an outside.
Now the image emphasizes perception,
opens us up to awareness: we can “feel”
what the Other feels and project ourselves
across to him, to the point of becoming
“one” with Him.
Empathy seems here to re-build the unitary primitive sphere and give meaning to
human relations- Art is transformed into
experience.
Progressively abandoning the original archetype, the work contaminates itself from
the inside. Gradually it is de-structured,
dismantling and disassembling forms and
spaces; welcoming other arts, other media.
At this point of the journey the opposite
process is at work, to that which led to its
construction.
Taking apart and overturning hierarchies of
meaning, playing upon oppositions, deferments, on chance resemblances, on what is
on the fringes. In such a way as to evade the
desire for the finite, the artist decentres and
displaces another possible route.
The sculpture unwinds within architecture
that contains it like a dynamic three-dimensional drawing.
The bodies seem suspended in comparison
with their natural position. Closed up inside
themselves; almost intangible.
The rhythm of the installation is not kept in
a memory; it constitutes an entirety and the
beginning and the end are not essential, they
are cumbersome.
“The sign of our individuality, of our
specific being, is steeped in time. And yet,
paradoxically, we do not know how to find,
in time, a place to live.” (Maria Vittoria
Vittori)
Nunzia Perrone
project manager
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